Spring Is in the Air

Spring has arrived, and at Carnegie Mellon that means one thing: preparation for Spring Carnival. As the weather turned warmer, wooden frames appeared across campus, accompanied by a symphony of hammers and drills that means booth construction is well underway. The annual Spring Carnival festivities — this year organized around the theme "Small Things Made Large" — kick off April 19 and run through April 21. Activities include the booth competition, sweepstakes races, carnival rides, concerts and even a fireworks display. For more on carnival, see www.springcarnival.org.

Getting a Better Read on the Admission Process

Last week, 6,000 high school seniors from across the globe opened their mailboxes to find an envelope that held the potential to change their lives. Some likely opened it with trembling fingers, maybe some put it aside to open later, or others tore into it on the spot. No matter how they reached the letter inside, though, they all discovered the same thing: an invitation to join Carnegie Mellon’s class of 2011.

While only a quarter of those students admitted will actually enroll at Carnegie Mellon, the invitation they all received represents months of work and an intense process that accompanies all applications through the university’s Office of Undergraduate Admission.

Continued on page two
Applications Take Complex Ride From Submission to Admission
Continued from page one

On the surface, that process seems simple. Applications begin arriving in November, either in paper or electronic form, and all relevant data is loaded into a database. But once the data is entered and a folder begun for the student, the real fun begins: reading, reading and reading all those applications.

Associate Director of Admission Cornell LeSane explains that Carnegie Mellon uses a team-based model for reviewing applications.

“We read by college here, and by team. Some schools read by region — if you visit the D.C. area, for example, that’s the area you’ll read applications for. We read by college. So there’s a group of folks who will read for engineering and science, another team is going to read for business and computer science, another team reads for humanities, another for fine arts.”

Applications aren’t just read, though. They’re analyzed.

“We send it to our first readers and they make comments on a voting slip,” said Director of Admission Steidel. While and “voting slip” sounds innocuous enough, it’s really a sheet of paper readers use to comment on everything and anything about the application, ranging from school rigor and GPA to out-of-class recognition and well-roundedness.

The application’s progress doesn’t stop at the first reader, regardless of the initial review. Each folder gets at least two reads, possibly three or four, depending on the situation.

“The second reader has more seniority, more experience,” said Steidel. “We read the comments from the first reader and look at the ratings from the first reader and either agree or disagree. If we agree, we post the decision and the file goes on its way to get a letter. If we disagree, it goes to a third reader who actually makes the call to what the decision should be.”

That decision is heavily influenced by a wide array of factors: SAT scores, GPA, extracurricular activities, essay and recommendations, to name a few. But Carnegie Mellon is most interested in the total package.

“There isn’t one factor that is going to make a student admissible or automatically denied,” LeSane said. “We take a ton of factors into consideration when we review these applicants. … We want to make sure that students are not only going to add to the academic environment here, but also to the social environment.”

Steidel agrees that the ideal Carnegie Mellon applicant is someone both academically talented and engaged in the outside community. “We like to see that engagement carry over from the classroom to their community,” he said. “They’re really making a difference where they are. It’s not necessarily just a joiner, but someone who is actually involved in making a difference.”

“One factor that might not deny a candidate admission, but certain elements act as warning signs that an applicant just might not cut it at Carnegie Mellon. Steidel and LeSane both note that transcripts containing low grades are a clear red flag, that transcripts might not succeed at the university — even if they have phenomenal SAT scores.

“There are students who have amazing board scores, but aren’t doing anything in the classroom. So that’s a kid who probably isn’t going to do that well here because while they have all this potential, they’re not living up to it.”

But for the most part, Steidel and his team want to admit students. “We look for reasons to admit students. There’s no doubt about that,” he said. “We’re putting together groups of people that will make a pretty diverse community.”

Their task is harder now than it’s ever been, with a record 22,000 applicants this year and an increasingly savvy batch of prospective students.

Steidel, who has worked in the Office of Admission for 29 years, says the process now is a far cry from what it was when he first started. Back then, they had roughly 5,000 applicants each year, and the one main criterion for admission was whether or not candidates could do the work.

“Today it’s so much more complex,” he said. “We’ve had to be much more sophisticated because the kids who are more sophisticated and the process has demanded that we become more sophisticated. So it’s no longer ‘can they do the work?’ Eighty percent of the 22,000 can do the work. We can’t admit 18,000, so we have to whittle it down to 6,000 and how do you do that? So it’s a lot of these ratings that we actually use.”

In the end, though, after the multiple reads, complex ratings and tough decisions, the process comes to a close in late March. What began as 22,000 applications and nearly 250,000 processed documents boils down to 14,000 denials, 2,000 waitlisted students and 6,000 high school seniors opening acceptance letters they just found in their mailboxboxes.
Robotics Grad Student Gets Hands (and Feet) Wet With DEPTHX

“Spring break in Mexico” evokes images of Cancun’s sunny skies and sandy beaches, but for Nathaniel Fairfield, a Ph.D. student in the Robotics Institute, spring break meant camping in the Mexican state of Tamaulipas along the rim of a 30-meter-wide pond called La Pilita.

No ordinary pond, La Pilita is a geothermal sinkhole. Fairfield can personally testify that its warm waters are great for scuba diving. But its 115-meter depth makes it an even better place to personally testify that its warm waters are great for scuba diving. But its 115-meter depth makes it an even better place to test the autonomous underwater vehicle.

Bill Stone, leader of the NASA-funded DEPTHX mission, said the vehicle performed “phenomenally well.” NASA has funded the mission to develop and test technologies that could be used to explore the oceans hidden under the icy crust of Jupiter’s Europa moon.

Until then, the team will return to Mexico in May to send DEPTHX into El Zacatón, thought to be the world’s deepest flooded sinkhole. Human divers have descended as far as 282 meters without hitting bottom.

To aid the exploration, Fairfield has developed a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm for use underwater. “I’m confident it works if you have enough data and if the data’s not too noisy,” he said. It remains to be seen whether the sub’s sonar sensors can capture data of sufficient quantity and quality. “The only way to do this is to go out and get your hands wet and collect a lot of data,” he said.
**OIE: A Home Away From Home**

**International Students Quickly Find It’s More Than Just Visas**

Jenni King

Enter the Office of International Education (OIE) on Warner Hall’s third floor, and the first thing you’ll notice is the wall of official-looking forms and papers. They range from flyers for English classes and social events to forms for visas, permanent residency, marriage licenses, and work authorizations. It’s clear the OIE is the place for international students to get their logistical ducks in a row. But behind that wall of paperwork is a home away from home.

The OIE staff is sympathetic to the challenges of studying and living abroad, mostly because they’ve been through it themselves. OIE Director Lisa Krieg; foreign student and scholar advisors Linda Gentile, Jennifer McNabb and Neshian Ozdoganlar; and Senior Coordinator of Study Abroad and Exchange Programs Eva Mengner have all studied and traveled abroad extensively.

“If you believe in karma, then there’s a certain sense that we are giving back in a karmic way to all the many people overseas who showed some special consideration or kindness to us when we were far away from home, from friends and family, from the familiar,” Krieg said. “We are genuinely interested in helping to ensure that our students and scholars have positive cross-cultural experiences. Crossing cultures can be wonderful and hard at the same time. We try to give our students and scholars opportunities for exploring the wonderful things, and tools for understanding and contextualizing the hard parts.”

In addition to advising students on academic and immigration issues, organizing the study abroad programs, and making their services available to students and spouses and dependents, the OIE hosts workshops to help students acclimate to life in the U.S. and Pittsburgh. The workshops tackle topics like cultural adjustment, reentry issues, career planning, tax filing and employment.

But as doctoral student Rui Huang puts it, “The main advantage of the OIE is that they organize a lot of very good social activities that have helped us make new friends and have made our lives very rich.”

The OIE hosts an open house twice a semester, which gives international students, scholars and faculty a chance to mix and mingle with OIE counselors and each other. The OIE also organizes social events for spouses and partners who may feel isolated in their new surroundings and overwhelmed by the prospect of too much downtime. Huang’s wife, Juan Du, has a master’s degree in control science and engineering and hopes to enter the chemical engineering Ph.D. program at Carnegie Mellon. In the meantime, she has a lot of time and little to occupy her.

“Because of my visa, which doesn’t allow me to work, I have nothing to do,” Du said. “But through OIE I can make a lot of friends and we can go here and there together and set up our own activities.”

Du has also found that though her visa does not allow her to work, she can volunteer. She plans to study tax policy and help international students with their taxes.

Volunteering and giving back seem to be themes with the OIE, which has created a community of people who help one another.

“If I like to help because I’ve been helped so much by the OIE,” said Kavita Arora, a graduate student who volunteers her time to help with OIE’s orientation programs. “Over the years they’ve become good friends, people I can really count on. If the OIE asked me to volunteer or help out with anything, I’d do whatever they asked.”

The wall of paperwork at the OIE is just a façade. Behind it are people helping students feel welcome and comfortable. And they, in turn, are doing the same for others.

**News Briefs**

**Inspired by Science**

School of Art senior Lisa Huyett created a large-scale installation titled “S.E.M. Rose” (Scanning Electron Microscope Rose), a recreation of the surface of a rose petal, at the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh. The artist rendered the magnified image of a rose petal using a scanning electron microscope while a student in the university’s interdisciplinary Art and Biology course. In the course, an art studio-biology laboratory hybrid, students explore the fusion of art and biology and experiment creatively with scientific media.

“S.E.M. Rose” grew out of Huyett’s experience using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which uses a beam of electrons to reveal the nanostuctures of material surfaces at up to one million times their normal size. Huyett magnified a rose petal 500 times, revealing bristly, knob-like structures that make up the velvety appearance of the petal. The artist replicated these buds by creating modules out of pipe cleaners. Since October 2006, Huyett has worked with visitors of all ages who attend Saturday workshops at the Children’s Museum to help craft the individual buds, which collectively resemble a large field of roses.

**Carnegie Mellon, Pitt Receive NIH, NSF Training Grants**

Carnegie Mellon and the University of Pittsburgh have received three grants totaling more than $7 million from the National Institute of Drug Abuse and the National Science Foundation to support programs that train undergraduate and graduate students in basic neuroscience, computational neuroscience, multimodal neuroimaging and other interdisciplinary endeavors. The programs will be offered through the Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition, which is jointly run by the universities.

**College of Fine Arts Mourns Loss of Professor Emeritus**

Cletus Anderson, professor emeritus in the School of Drama, died at his home March 16. He was 69. Anderson was a member of the faculty for 35 years and retired in 2003. “His indelible contribution to generations of drama students, his taste and stature as a theatre artist and his deep humanity and friendship will be missed by us all,” said Elizabeth Bradley, head of the School of Drama. While respected and admired for his teaching, Anderson may be best remembered for his work as production designer for the classic films “Night of the Living Dead,” “Day of the Dead” and “Cremeshow,” directed by George Romero (1941). He is survived by his wife, Barbara Anderson, drama professor and associate dean of CFA; two children and grandchildren. A memorial service is being planned for April.

**Microsoft, Carnegie Mellon Establish Center for Computational Thinking**

Microsoft and Carnegie Mellon have announced the creation of the Microsoft Carnegie Mellon Center for Computational Thinking, made possible through a three-year, $1.5 million grant from Microsoft. The center will support research in core computer science areas as well as emerging areas in the field, particularly those that can influence the thinking of other disciplines. It will also help support research on topics including privacy, e-commerce, multicore computing and embedded medical devices. The center will develop courses and curricula suitable for both university and K-12 students, and will host a series of “Mindswaps” between Microsoft and Carnegie Mellon researchers for sharing data and resources, solving problems, and collaborating on computer challenges.

**HR’s Employee Orientation Program Praised**

The Human Resources Department has been named a finalist in the People Do Matter Awards, sponsored by the Pittsburgh Human Resources Association, for its new employee orientation program that uses a CD and online resources to help introduce new faculty and staff to the university. The orientation program also includes a semi-annual luncheon for new employees to meet informally with other university newcomers, and guidance for supervisors on welcoming new hires. Finalists will be recognized and an overall winner named at an awards dinner April 11 at the Sheraton Station Square.
She was one of the first people hired when the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center’s (PSC) Beverly Clayton, who has served as the executive director since its founding in 1986, retires after 20 years.

The first person I met when I came to America, to Carnegie Mellon, was from the Office of International Education. They helped me fill out a visa and apply to be a Social Security member, things like that,” said Dr. Juan Huang. “Actually, OIE has helped us a lot. Last year when Juan applied for a visa to come into the United States, I asked a lot of questions and they gave us very warmhearted help. It’s difficult to express, but actually they’re very important to us. Without them, I think it would be a lot more difficult to be here as newcomers.”

Peking University Wins Sustainable Technology Award at McGinnis Venture Competition

A team from China won the inaugural Sustainable Technology Award at the international McGinnis Venture Competition, hosted by the Donald H. Jones Center for Entrepreneurship at the Tepper School of Business. The team’s business, Dr. Seed LLC, aims to help impoverished farmers in China through a technology that improves seeds by increasing crop yield, improving resistance to drought and reducing the incidence of seed-borne diseases. The Sustainable Technology Award, funded by Tepper School alumn Sarosh Kumana (MSIA, 1977), joined the technology and life sciences tracks in the fourth annual McGinnis Venture Competition, March 15–17. For a complete list of winners, see business.tepper.cmu.edu.

PSC Executive Director Retires After 20 Years

Beverly Clayton, who has served as the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center’s (PSC) executive director since its founding in 1986, has announced her retirement, effective March 31. She was one of the first people hired when the PSC received funding from the National Science Foundation. During early years of the center, she led the initial hiring of staff, coordinated the creation of office space in Mellon Institute, and developed organizational policies and procedures that set the PSC off and running.

“For many years, she directed PSC outreach efforts and has represented the center as a speaker at many public functions. In 2006, she led the center’s move into renovated, improved space at 300 South Craig Street and helped organize the center’s 20th birthday celebration. Her activities have been instrumental in obtaining state funding that has totaled $30 million over 20 years. “All of us at the PSC owe Beverly a tremendous debt of gratitude for her excellent, loyal service,” said PSC scientific directors Michael Levine and Ralph Roskies.

Carnegie Mellon To Participate in National Survey of Student Engagement

For the first time, Carnegie Mellon freshmen and seniors are being asked this spring to participate in the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). The NSSE (pronounced “nessie”) is specifically designed to assess students’ engagement in good educational practices and determine what students gain from their college experiences. Initiated in 2000 with a grant from the Pew Charitable Trust, the survey gathers a variety of information related to student participation in both academic and nonacademic programs and activities. More than one million undergraduates at 609 colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada will participate in the 2007 NSSE. The survey officially began in February and continues into April. Carnegie Mellon’s participation in NSSE is sponsored by the Office of the Vice Provost for Education.

West Coast Campus To Offer Program in Software Management

Carnegie Mellon’s West Coast campus in Silicon Valley, Calif., has begun a new master’s degree program in software management to supplement its graduate program in software engineering. Offered as a part-time program to working professionals, the interdisciplinary software management curriculum addresses globalization, outsourcing and the many advances in technology that are affecting the field. The program provides students with hands-on, team-oriented education and technical components that build upon Carnegie Mellon’s software engineering courses.

Hunt Institute Hosts Spring Exhibition

The Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation will host its spring exhibition, “Virtues and Pleasures of Herbs Through History: Physic, Flavor, Fragrance and Dye,” from March 22 to June 29. This selection of 20 herbs is illustrated by items from the institute’s art, library and archives collections. In conjunction with the exhibition, the Hunt Institute will hold an open house June 3–4 and offer herb-themed talks, a guided gallery tour of the exhibition, tours of the institute’s departments and reading room, and opportunities to meet one-on-one with staff to ask questions and view items in the collections. The exhibit, located on the fifth floor of Hunt Library, will be open Monday–Friday, 9 a.m.–noon and 1–5 p.m.; and Sunday, 1–4 p.m. For more information, call 412-268-2434 or visit huntbot.andrew.cmu.edu/HIBD.
In honor of Women’s History Month, the Piper contacted some of the University’s female faculty and staff to find out what they think about women in academia, how opportunities for women have changed over time and what kind of world awaits today’s female students. Some of them also offer advice for the next generation of professional women.

Burcu Akinci

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Akinci likes to say that engineering is in her genes. Both her parents and her grandfather were civil engineers. Her mother was one of the first professional female engineers in Eastern Europe, and Akinci recalls that most family dinner conversations centered on civil engineering issues.

“When I was a child, I got a chance to see all the cool construction projects my father worked on, and that really spiked my interest,” she said.

Her advice for those wanting to enter the engineering field is simple. “What engineers do every day has a big impact on society, our environment and our lives,” she says. “Few people realize that engineers make or design most of what we take for granted and use daily, from being able to take a shower with clean water to being able to commute to our work.”

“So, get excited and take the plunge. Every day is an adventure.”

Irene Fonseca

MELLON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS, MELLON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

Since she began her academic career studying the calculus of variations, geometric measure theory and partial differential equations, Fonseca says she’s seen more awareness of how important it is to have well-qualified women on the faculty.

“This applies not only to mathematics but to the whole academic community. The place of women in public life and in higher education has dramatically changed, and the example of Drew Gilpin Faust as the next president of Harvard University attests to that.”

She also offers this advice to women thinking about entering the mathematics field.

“Be ambitious, set your standards high, and if you succeed in your research and teaching endeavors, be confident that your value will be recognized and appreciated. These are exciting times to go into research in the area of mathematics, when boundaries with neighboring disciplines are getting more and more diffuse, when mathematics is challenged constantly by new advances in technology and biomedicine.”

Anne Mundell

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF DESIGN, SCHOOL OF DRAMA, COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Mundell was one of the few female designers to break into the male-dominated theater design field. “When I began designing, perhaps only 15 percent of American set designers were women. I felt like I had to work twice as hard to gain the trust of crews and collaborators. I was harassed and even threatened a couple of times. Fortunately, this situation has improved tremendously in recent years and is the exception rather than the rule. It’s exciting to see many young women going into set design these days. I believe that in the not too distant future, we will be very close to parity in the field.”

Recently, Mundell received the Henry Hornbostel Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching in the College of Fine Arts. She has this advice for women choosing a career in set design.

“Be courageous. Be respectful of the work, yourself and your collaborators. Take creative risks. Seek out projects that are meaningful to you and that you believe will make a difference in some way. Never stop growing and actively searching for new ways to tell stories. … And last but far from least: the world has given you the gift of allowing you to be an artist. Find a way to reciprocate.”

Carol Frieze

SPECIAL FACULTY AND DIRECTOR OF WOMEN@SCS, SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Frieze leads the university’s Women@SCS group, a committee of faculty and students that aims to “create, encourage and support women’s academic, social and professional opportunities in the computer sciences and to promote the breadth of the field and its diverse community.” Here’s what she has to say about women in computer science.

“Computer science (CS) has changed for everyone — women and men — as the field has grown in breadth and as technology has become more important in our lives. Creative and high-paying job opportunities are on the increase. But we are not getting this message out, as evidenced by declining CS enrollments in the U.S. for both men and women. This has impacted women’s participation more dramatically because fewer women have been exposed to CS in high school and are less likely to be encouraged to go into the field.

“We face the same myths we faced when they said women were not suited for math or medicine or law. At Carnegie Mellon, we’ve graduated more women with CS bachelor’s degrees than any of the other top CS schools. We’ve shown that women can contribute, participate and be successful in this exciting field.”

Claudia Kirkpatrick

ASSOCIATE TEACHING PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION, TEPPER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Kirkpatrick began her higher education days in 1962 at Smith College. She clearly recalls being told by her college president that the “education of women is very important because it would humanize their husbands and children in a time of increasing dehumanization.” Kirkpatrick was not encouraged to think of herself as a professional but rather as a wife and mother.

Things got serious for her professionally when her first husband walked out. The wandering she did among various communications positions in the early going became a useful base for her career. A self-described “hack writer” and “teacher of communications,” she has this advice for women looking to get into the field of communications.

“Take opportunities to do different kinds of communication tasks. You will gain from the multiple perspectives and be better able to use your skills where the world takes you.”

Gloriana St. Clair

DEAN OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Since she arrived on campus in 1998, St. Clair has led globalization and technology initiatives like the Million Book Project — a far cry from the card-catalog-organizing librarian image often portrayed in the media.

“Librarianship as a profession has undergone enormous changes from an old stereotype of a single female with a bun saying ‘Shhhhh’ to the current image of a computer professional who can find nuggets of good information in the morass of advertising and self-promotion on the Web,” she said. “In the 1957 movie ‘Desk Set,’ a bun-wearing Katherine Hepburn bested Spencer Tracy’s arrogant computer, but computer technology finally has triumphed. By contrast, in the 2006 movie “The DaVinci Code,” the characters tackle serious information needs using the computer remotely through a borrowed cell phone. Today, women still predominate and are beginning to reach parity with men in holding the 100 or so best jobs in the field.

“I regularly advise my niece and many other young women I know to become computer professionals but rather as a wife and mother. Things got serious for her professionally when her first husband walked out. The wandering she did among various communications positions in the early going became a useful base for her career. A self-described “hack writer” and “teacher of communications,” she has this advice for women looking to get into the field of communications.

“Take opportunities to do different kinds of communication tasks. You will gain from the multiple perspectives and be better able to use your skills where the world takes you.”
As Carnegie Mellon’s vice president and general counsel, Mary Jo Dively carries a workload that would make Perry Mason run for cover. Whether it’s issues regarding research grants, employment, real estate, education, tax laws or all the intricacies involved with operating a worldwide university, Dively and her colleagues tackle a wide range of legal complexities every day.

Dealing with such issues is nothing new for the Kansas native. Before joining Carnegie Mellon in 2002, she worked for the law firm Reed Smith, where she established a practice group in technology, media and communications. While there, she was a noted expert on developing e-commerce law and transitioning traditional business to e-business.

An active member of the Pittsburgh community, Dively is the first woman to serve as chair of the board of trustees at Children’s Hospital. She and her husband, Lane, have 11-year-old triplet boys.

What advice would you give to young women entering your field today? Number one, study hard. Number two, apply and go to the best law school where you gain admittance. Number three, be flexible in your first few years about the opportunities your career presents, because it’s difficult to know at 23 what kind of law will be interesting to you at 50. And be prepared to work a lot.

Tell me about your position at the university. What issues do you deal with? As a lawyer at Carnegie Mellon, you face every issue that a multinational corporation would face. On top of that, you have all kinds of federal laws that relate to how research is performed that you have to understand and advise on.

The operative word in general counsel is “general.” You really have to be a generalist. You have to know a little bit about a lot of things, and then you have to make judgments about how the law will work in a particular situation. And you also have to know when to call in legal specialists when you need outside expertise.

When I came here, there were no lawyers in house. We now have three full-time lawyers and one part-time. It’s a lot of work, but it’s good work. At the end of the day, you really feel you’ve made a difference, and that’s what we all want.
Tucker, the Paul Mellon University Professor of Applied Linguistics and head of the Modern Languages Department, won the Doherty Award for Sustained Contributions to Excellence in Education. Rule, professor of biological sciences, garnered the Ryan Award for Meritorious Teaching. And Cicozi, assistant head of the School of Design, earned the Academic Advising and Mentoring Award.

Tucker, Rule and Cicozi will receive their accolades at “A Celebration of Education” at 4:30 p.m., Thursday, April 5 in Rangos Hall, University Center. The event will also recognize the college teaching award winners (included at far right). Here’s a brief look at this year’s top three winners.

G. Richard Tucker

G. Richard Tucker does it all. He’s a leader, teacher, mentor and collaborator. He’s creative and astute in his teaching, caring for his students and faculty, and a motivator who leads by example. He’s the quintessential go-to guy.

Tucker joined the Carnegie Mellon faculty in 1992 and became head of modern languages three years later. Under his leadership, the department has prospered, cultivating a reputation as one of the university’s strongest teaching units and developing cutting-edge language-learning technology and curricula. And it’s no surprise that language courses have become popular among undergraduates. Forty-eight percent of last year’s graduating class took one or more language courses during their undergraduate days, compared to the national average of 12 percent.

As a teacher himself, Tucker “walks the walk,” say his co-nominators: College of Humanities and Social Sciences (H&SS) Dean John Lehoczky, Associate Dean Joseph Devine, English Professor and Department Head David Kauper, Professor and Modern Languages Associate Head Susan Polansky, and Philosophy Professor Wilfried Sieg. “Many students regard him as an academic, personal and professional mentor. . .Dick’s impact and service in this regard is extraordinarily extensive and positive.”

“Professor Tucker has proved himself a worthy scholar, but at the same time his dedication to his students, his love for the teaching profession, and his leadership positions within the Modern Languages Department all point to what an incredible asset he is to the university,” wrote a student. “I wish most of my professors had this ability to ‘do it all.’”

Gordon Rule

Rule — who teaches biochemistry, molecular and cellular immunology, and structural biophysics — earned praise from faculty, students and alumni for his exceptional class organization, clarity in lectures and development of outstanding handouts and supportive online materials like virtual labs. Students lauded his ability to relate course work to the “real world” and his willingness to help them succeed.

“I can say without reservation that Dr. Rule’s biochemistry class was the best class I have ever taken,” wrote one student. “The course was impeccably organized, with excellent handouts and effective use of technology. The course Web site was simple, accessible and included digital copies of handouts . . . and other visual aids used in class. I also appreciated that he videotaped the lectures and made them available online — I don’t understand why this practice isn’t more common.”

“As a lecturer, Dr. Rule was top-notch,” wrote another student. “He engaged a room full of sleep-deprived students at 9:30, which any professor would admit is a challenge in itself.”

Another student noted Rule’s personal touch. “The main reason why Dr. Rule is so special is that he invests in each of his students. While I was taking his class, I was diagnosed with a learning disability. . . . After finding out, he constantly checked up on me and provided guidance in a tough time . . . He is a phenomenal professor and person.”

Melissa Cicozi

There’s not much Melissa Cicozi hasn’t done in her 19 years at the School of Design. From successfully completing administrative duties to advising and teaching students, she has been a vital cog in the school’s success.

But it’s her knowledge of design course work and the university, and her proficiency at mentoring and counseling students that prompted her nomination for this award.

“When I speak to Melissa, one of the most important things is that she advises me but does not lead me,” wrote an undergraduate. “She will give me her honest opinion, and give me the resources I need to carry out a decision, yet leave me to choose the direction I want to follow. Melissa really understands who I am and what design means to me. I am very grateful to have an advisor that I respect and trust so deeply.”

A graduate student lauded her open-door policy and noted that she had become a role model for many students. “She practices what she preaches: a healthy lifestyle, a balanced work-life perspective, a strong sense of humor, and a sincere and straightforward manner. When talk among graduate students turns to who we admire in the department, we often talk about how we ‘want to be Melissa when we grow up’ — she’s someone we can look to as a standard of excellence.”

University Honors Top Educators
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Gordon Rule

Tucker, Rule and Cicozi will receive their accolades at “A Celebration of Education” at 4:30 p.m., Thursday, April 5 in Rangos Hall, University Center. The event will also recognize the college teaching award winners (included at far right). Here’s a brief look at this year’s top three winners.

G. Richard Tucker

G. Richard Tucker does it all. He’s a leader, teacher, mentor and collaborator. He’s creative and astute in his teaching, caring for his students and faculty, and a motivator who leads by example. He’s the quintessential go-to guy.

Tucker joined the Carnegie Mellon faculty in 1992 and became head of modern languages three years later. Under his leadership, the department has prospered, cultivating a reputation as one of the university’s strongest teaching units and developing cutting-edge language-learning technology and curricula. And it’s no surprise that language courses have become popular among undergraduates. Forty-eight percent of last year’s graduating class took one or more language courses during their undergraduate days, compared to the national average of 12 percent.

As a teacher himself, Tucker “walks the walk,” say his co-nominators: College of Humanities and Social Sciences (H&SS) Dean John Lehoczky, Associate Dean Joseph Devine, English Professor and Department Head David Kauper, Professor and Modern Languages Associate Head Susan Polansky, and Philosophy Professor Wilfried Sieg. “Many students regard him as an academic, personal and professional mentor. . . Dick’s impact and service in this regard is extraordinarily extensive and positive.”

“Professor Tucker has proved himself a worthy scholar, but at the same time his dedication to his students, his love for the teaching profession, and his leadership positions within the Modern Languages Department all point to what an incredible asset he is to the university,” wrote a student. “I wish most of my professors had this ability to ‘do it all.’”

Gordon Rule

Rule — who teaches biochemistry, molecular and cellular immunology, and structural biophysics — earned praise from faculty, students and alumni for his exceptional class organization, clarity in lectures and development of outstanding handouts and supportive online materials like virtual labs. Students lauded his ability to relate course work to the “real world” and his willingness to help them succeed.

“I can say without reservation that Dr. Rule’s biochemistry class was the best class I have ever taken,” wrote one student. “The course was impeccably organized, with excellent handouts and effective use of technology. The course Web site was simple, accessible and included digital copies of handouts . . . and other visual aids used in class. I also appreciated that he videotaped the lectures and made them available online — I don’t understand why this practice isn’t more common.”

“As a lecturer, Dr. Rule was top-notch,” wrote another student. “He engaged a room full of sleep-deprived students at 9:30, which any professor would admit is a challenge in itself.”

Another student noted Rule’s personal touch. “The main reason why Dr. Rule is so special is that he invests in each of his students. While I was taking his class, I was diagnosed with a learning disability. . . . After finding out, he constantly checked up on me and provided guidance in a tough time . . . He is a phenomenal professor and person.”

Melissa Cicozi

There’s not much Melissa Cicozi hasn’t done in her 19 years at the School of Design. From successfully completing administrative duties to advising and teaching students, she has been a vital cog in the school’s success.

But it’s her knowledge of design course work and the university, and her proficiency at mentoring and counseling students that prompted her nomination for this award.

“When I speak to Melissa, one of the most important things is that she advises me but does not lead me,” wrote an undergraduate. “She will give me her honest opinion, and give me the resources I need to carry out a decision, yet leave me to choose the direction I want to follow. Melissa really understands who I am and what design means to me. I am very grateful to have an advisor that I respect and trust so deeply.”

A graduate student lauded her open-door policy and noted that she had become a role model for many students. “She practices what she preaches: a healthy lifestyle, a balanced work-life perspective, a strong sense of humor, and a sincere and straightforward manner. When talk among graduate students turns to who we admire in the department, we often talk about how we ‘want to be Melissa when we grow up’ — she’s someone we can look to as a standard of excellence.”

University Honors Top Educators
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Melissa Cicozi

Gordon Rule

Tucker, Rule and Cicozi will receive their accolades at “A Celebration of Education” at 4:30 p.m., Thursday, April 5 in Rangos Hall, University Center. The event will also recognize the college teaching award winners (included at far right). Here’s a brief look at this year’s top three winners.

G. Richard Tucker

G. Richard Tucker does it all. He’s a leader, teacher, mentor and collaborator. He’s creative and astute in his teaching, caring for his students and faculty, and a motivator who leads by example. He’s the quintessential go-to guy.

Tucker joined the Carnegie Mellon faculty in 1992 and became head of modern languages three years later. Under his leadership, the department has prospered, cultivating a reputation as one of the university’s strongest teaching units and developing cutting-edge language-learning technology and curricula. And it’s no surprise that language courses have become popular among undergraduates. Forty-eight percent of last year’s graduating class took one or more language courses during their undergraduate days, compared to the national average of 12 percent.

As a teacher himself, Tucker “walks the walk,” say his co-nominators: College of Humanities and Social Sciences (H&SS) Dean John Lehoczky, Associate Dean Joseph Devine, English Professor and Department Head David Kauper, Professor and Modern Languages Associate Head Susan Polansky, and Philosophy Professor Wilfried Sieg. “Many students regard him as an academic, personal and professional mentor. . . Dick’s impact and service in this regard is extraordinarily extensive and positive.”

“Professor Tucker has proved himself a worthy scholar, but at the same time his dedication to his students, his love for the teaching profession, and his leadership positions within the Modern Languages Department all point to what an incredible asset he is to the university,” wrote a student. “I wish most of my professors had this ability to ‘do it all.’”

Gordon Rule

Rule — who teaches biochemistry, molecular and cellular immunology, and structural biophysics — earned praise from faculty, students and alumni for his exceptional class organization, clarity in lectures and development of outstanding handouts and supportive online materials like virtual labs. Students lauded his ability to relate course work to the “real world” and his willingness to help them succeed.

“I can say without reservation that Dr. Rule’s biochemistry class was the best class I have ever taken,” wrote one student. “The course was impeccably organized, with excellent handouts and effective use of technology. The course Web site was simple, accessible and included digital copies of handouts . . . and other visual aids used in class. I also appreciated that he videotaped the lectures and made them available online — I don’t understand why this practice isn’t more common.”

“As a lecturer, Dr. Rule was top-notch,” wrote another student. “He engaged a room full of sleep-deprived students at 9:30, which any professor would admit is a challenge in itself.”

Another student noted Rule’s personal touch. “The main reason why Dr. Rule is so special is that he invests in each of his students. While I was taking his class, I was diagnosed with a learning disability. . . . After finding out, he constantly checked up on me and provided guidance in a tough time . . . He is a phenomenal professor and person.”
Ancient Egyptians treated a headache by bandaging an herb-stuffed sacred clay crocodile to the patient’s head. While things have come a long way since then, modern medicine hasn’t progressed quite enough for today’s migraine sufferers. But with the help of supercomputers, theoretical chemistry and researchers like Assistant Chemistry Professor Maria Kurnikova, a new drug that offers relief for migraines could be developed quickly — without the help of sacred reptiles.

“Half of existing drugs in use work on ion channels, so if you can model ion channels, you can do half of all drug design on computers.” — Maria Kurnikova

Kurnikova studies ion channels, or the tiny portals that control what flows into and out of a cell. These passageways are proteins that span the cell membrane and transport ions — electrically charged atoms or molecules. Defects in these ion channels, or in the molecules that interact with them, can lead to a number of disorders, including migraine headaches, epilepsy, cystic fibrosis and diabetes. Kurnikova says the better scientists understand how ion channels work, the better they can design drugs that alter the function of specific ion channels.

Using ideas from chemistry, biology, physics and computer science, Kurnikova develops computer models of molecules as they interact with and travel through ion channels. But it’s difficult to model ion channels using today’s computers. From a molecular standpoint, the proteins that make up ion channels are gigantic — tens of nanometers.

“Protein channels are quite large, three-dimensional and made of assorted pieces. Plus they move around in the cell membrane. For these reasons, modeling how ions flow through a protein channel taxes even the fastest supercomputer,” Kurnikova said.

To get around this technological limitation, Kurnikova developed a computational hierarchical approach for modeling ion movement through protein channels that’s received worldwide attention. She was invited to discuss her work at the 51st Annual Meeting of the Biophysical Society earlier this month.

Using mathematical equations, Kurnikova can simulate the motion of all atoms in a molecule for about 10 nanoseconds, which is a long time by computer-simulation standards. By looking at what’s going on at the molecular level over short periods of time, she can extrapolate and create a hierarchical system of models that predict the function of the protein channel and the movement of molecules and protein parts. The final product is a simple model of the entire protein channel. This large-scale model can then be used to determine how a channel’s 3-D structure relates to its function.

“Ultimately, these models can help scientists design drugs that work on ion channels. Half of existing drugs in use work on ion channels, so if you can model ion channels, you can do half of all drug design on computers,” Kurnikova said. “Currently, pharmaceutical companies may scan hundreds of potential drugs to find one that has the desired effect. Determining how drugs interact with the protein channel in a computer model would save tremendous time and money in the drug development process.”

Although she doesn’t design drugs in her lab, Kurnikova is working toward developing models that may help the process. The National Institutes of Health are funding research to expand her modeling technology to big proteins that are important to medicine and health.

With Kurnikova’s help, headache treatments may evolve more quickly than they have since the days of ancient Egypt and its crocodiles.

**Life Is a Highway**

On at least a highway sign! After two years, Carnegie Mellon West has its own freeway sign. To celebrate, four brave souls risked life, limb (and a possible run-in with the law) by heading out at 7:45 a.m. on a Saturday to pose with the sign. From left to right: James H. Morris, dean of Carnegie Mellon West; Diane Dimoff, associate dean for external relations and professional development; Eric Daimler, assistant dean; and Martin Griss, associate dean for education. Dimoff said they’re already seeing results; calls are pouring in about the new sign.

**Goodbye Crocodiles, Hello Ion Channels**

**Chemistry Professor Develops Technology To Aid Drug Development**

— Amy Pavlak
Carnegie Mellon Police Become First University Force To Earn State Accreditation

You may notice that Carnegie Mellon police officers seem to be cruisin’ , walkin’ and standin’ a bit taller these days. That’s what happens when you’re number one.

Carnegie Mellon’s Police Department recently became the first college or university police force in the state to earn accreditation from the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association for meeting more than 300 standards established as best practices by the association. Carnegie Mellon Police join the Findley Township Police Department as the only state-certified police departments in Allegheny County. And they’re one of 45 state-accredited police departments in the commonwealth.

Carnegie Mellon Police Chief Creig Doyle said they received the accreditation following an extensive review of the department’s operations manual and an intensive two-day on-site assessment and inspection by representatives of the Pennsylvania Law Enforcement Accreditation Commission. He said the visit included an inspection of their facilities, interviews with police officers and dispatchers, examinations of personnel files and case records, vehicle inspections, and ride-alongs with on-duty patrols.

“There are 123 standards and 184 sub-standards that must be met for accreditation, everything from dress code to use of force and securing a crime scene,” Doyle said. “You also must show evidence that the department is following proper procedure and supporting its written policies, procedures and operations with appropriate actions. You can’t just say you do it right, you have to prove it.”

The Accreditation Commission’s Assessment Team Leader David Holl commended Carnegie Mellon Police for the quality and depth of its written operations manual, attention to details, commitment to the university community, professionalism and service.

“The accreditation says to our clients that we are committed to following police best practices and we hold ourselves accountable to following professional standards. It’s an official stamp of approval,” Doyle said.

Doyle credited Lt. John Race for leading the department’s accreditation effort and emphasized the support from the university’s administration as an integral component of his department’s success. Since joining the university in 2005, Race has spent the better part of his time writing the department’s operations manual, researching cases and documenting evidence of appropriate police action.

“You also must show evidence that the department is following proper procedure and supporting its written policies, procedures and operations with appropriate actions. You can’t just say you do it right, you have to prove it.”

The department is a secure evidence room and an audio and video-monitored interview room, that were required. We would have never passed this test in our previous headquarters.”

Carnegie Mellon Police moved from its location in the now-demolished Student Center to its new digs at 300 S. Craig Street in January 2006. The university’s Police Department includes 24 police officers, 37 security guards, 12 shuttle escort drivers, five dispatchers and one administrative associate.
Criminals and terrorists beware. Carnegie Mellon is getting your number.

The university is joining forces with the National Biometric Security Project (NBSP) to develop advanced biometric technologies like the use of fingerprints, iris recognition and hand geometry to help deter terrorist and criminal activity. The two organizations signed a memorandum of understanding earlier this month.

The new collaboration will focus on identifying and resolving new biometric challenges. Researchers will also work together to participate in industry symposia, develop and distribute reports on biometric topics, and test and evaluate technology at the NBSP’s West Virginia laboratories.

The NBSP is a non-profit biometrics testing, training, and research and analysis organization created to improve the security of the U.S. national infrastructure and enhance identity assurance. It’s also a leading U.S. national infrastructure and enhance identity assurance. It’s also a leading

Because of Carnegie Mellon’s reputation for excellence in engineering technology, it is an ideal complement to the NBSP’s efforts to accelerate the growth, acceptance and use of biometric technologies,” said Michael Yura, NBSP senior vice president. “We look forward to working with them to conduct studies on biometric technology, usage, biometric curricula development, and the legal, social and policy issues that may arise from large-scale deployment of biometrics.”

Pradeep Khosla, dean of the College of Engineering and co-founder of Carnegie Mellon CyLab, said biometrics is one of this century’s leading security technologies. “Our university research in many new areas of information technology and cybersecurity during the past two decades makes this an excellent research match.”

Since 2005, more than 100 researchers at Carnegie Mellon CyLab have been working to develop new technologies for trustworthy, sustainable computing and communication systems.

“We are also developing advanced, state-of-the-art biometrics systems to augment face and iris recognition,” said Marios Savvides, a research scientist in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department and director of the university’s Biometrics, Security, Research, Engineering and Training Lab (BIOSECRET).

Those advanced systems include biometric encryption, which allows a person to use his or her fingerprint or iris to code information like a PIN or account number, instead of merely storing a fingerprint or iris sample in a database in raw form.
During the last two decades, physicists have discovered startling evidence that has changed the way we look at the universe. “The questions we ask today are as exciting, if not more so — certainly in elementary particle physics — than they were 25 years ago. That’s because we’ve learned enough to be ignorant,” says David Gross, a 2004 Nobel Laureate who will discuss some of these questions during Carnegie Mellon’s annual Buhl Lecture. His talk, “The Future of Physics,” will be held at 4:30 p.m., April 26 in the Mellon Institute Auditorium. Stunning discoveries always spawn new questions. For example, physicists have recently learned that the bulk of the universe is made of dark energy and dark matter, which begs the question: what is the nature of this dark energy and matter? And physicists worldwide are posing fundamentally new questions that stretch beyond the confines of space and time.

Gross will discuss 25 of these questions — from multiple universes to quantum matter — that might guide physics in the broadest sense over the next 25 years.

For Gross, the most interesting question facing physicists today is if physics is an environmental science. “Can we calculate all the dimensionless parameters of nature (in principle), or are some determined by accident?” he wonders. “This is a question I would most like to know the answer to, partly because the complete answer to this question would require answering all the others as well.”

Winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2004, Gross is the Frederick W. Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics in 2004, Gross is the Frederick W. Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics and director of the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He has been a leader at the forefront of theoretical physics for decades. He won the Nobel Prize for his 1973 work on understanding the strong interactions that bind quarks and nuclear matter.

He’s received numerous honors and awards, including a MacArthur Fellowship, the Dirac Medal, and France’s highest scientific honor — the Grande Médaille D’Or — in 2004.

The Buhl Lecture is sponsored by Carnegie Mellon’s Department of Physics. The lecture is funded under the auspices of the Buhl Professorship in Theoretical Physics, which was established at Carnegie Mellon in 1961 by The Buhl Foundation.

**Who:** David Gross delivers The Buhl Lecture

**When:** 4:30 p.m., Thursday, April 26

**Where:** Mellon Institute Auditorium

Read more about what’s going on at Carnegie Mellon in the Upcoming Events on page 10.

Urban Pollution Not Just an Urban Problem

Clouds of soot spewed into the air by industry, power plants and vehicle exhaust don’t just linger in the area where they were produced and then magically disappear. In fact, a new study from Carnegie Mellon researchers shows that the tiniest bits of airborne soot have the potential to affect the global climate and take a much bigger toll on human health than previously realized.

**“We’re seeing that urban pollution does not stay contained in the cities, but impacts rural and other downwind areas.”**

— ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ALLEN ROBINSON

Professors Allen Robinson and Neil Donahue found that the microscopic particles are altered by chemical processes in the atmosphere, so they produce more clouds, are potentially more toxic, and their contributions to unhealthy pollution are larger and spread over a wider area. “We’re seeing that urban pollution does not stay contained in the cities, but impacts rural and other downwind areas,” said Robinson, an associate professor of mechanical engineering.

Airborne particles or soot have long been the least understood components of the global climate system, but ones that pose a serious risk because they are breathed deep into the lungs.

“The more we understand particulate matter, the more we realize that complexity has been masking our ability to calculate how big a role greenhouse gases have played in inducing global warming,” said Donahue, an associate professor of chemical engineering and chemistry. “Moreover, the new mechanism we have discovered changes the chemical properties of particles, making them more likely to participate in cloud formation. Therefore, particulate matter may be having a stronger influence on global climate than previously thought.”

The research, which was published last month in the Journal Science, also raises questions about the effectiveness of federal particle regulations that were just tightened in September and concludes that the government needs new ways of measuring and regulating smoke and soot. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that each ton of soot boosts health costs by $100,000 annually.

The study also shows that the fine airborne particles also play a big role in climate change by forming droplets in clouds that affect how much sun is able to pass through and the amount of moisture that is returned to the earth’s surface. That strong influence on cloud formation can alter the global climate.